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Who responded?
From 18 July to 8 August 2018, we surveyed online 2,977 students who
used IDP’s services
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Use of online forums and reviews by international students
Usage of
peer-to-peer
reviews

Number of online reviews / forum posts
read before trusting the information
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One
1%

1/5 used online forums or reviews
when making their final decision
to which institutions to apply

2–3
14%
4–5
26%
6 – 10
25%
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were one of the most useful
channels when making this decision
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18%

IDP student attitudes to online communications
Two clusters were identified with distinct differences in attitudes to online communications
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Key take away
Despite the magnitude of information available online, students still seek advice from a trusted source when
making life changing decisions such as studying overseas

For further information contact the IDP research team, research@idp.com

